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I THE DEMAND OF THE HOUR]
Is For Typewritten Letters■ The typewriter has made possible the enor-

mous business development of the world, and to-
day the business or professional man who has not

and business correspondence is very seriously
handicapped.

YOUR d b
having it typewritten on a Fox Visible Typewriter.

No other typewriter built—regardless of ?ny
claims made —is the equal of the Fox Vis ble
Typewriter, either in the material used or in work-
manship or in the number of conveniences of its
special features. There are many good typewriters
being built and sold, but we claim for the Fox
Visible Typewriter that it is better than the best
of these, and that its automatic features combined

"* -• cannot be found in any other typewriter.

This is the SIOO. Fox Model 23
Our Special Price S6O.

Y TVPFWR THTFR Q have been manufactured and sold for the past fifteen years and today are
FOA J. X 1 XI/ Vt J-Vi- x not oniy advertised and used in every civilized country on the face of the
globe, but are considered by typewriter experts to be the highest grade typewriter ever manufactured.

The Fox Visible Typewriter is Visible in the broadest sense of the word—not the kind of “visible” where the
writing disappears beneath a lot of moving type bars, but fully visible all the time. The Fox is a powerful mani-
folder, capable of taking an almost unlimited number of clear-cut carbon copies. It is as rapid as a Limited
Express and like a real fox is light-running and noiseb:\

In addition to the above features the Fox Visible Typewriter has a Back Space Key, Tabulator, Two-Color
Ribbon with Automatic Movement and Removable Spools, Interchangeable Carriages and Platens, Card Holder,
Stencil Cutting Device, Variable Line Spacer and Line Lock with Key Release.

If you are content to pay the full price for a typewriter we have nothing to say, but if you are one of the
many thousands who believe that SIOO.OO is too much to pay for any typewriter and that it is only necessary to do
so because of the expensive method of selling, then this offer is your opportunity.

We handle all makes of typewriters—we are just as familiar with them as you are with the furnishings of
your home—we know the good typewriters, and there are many of them—and we know the poor ones, and there
are a lot of them, too. When we tell you that the Fox Visible Typewriter is the highest grade of typewriter ever
built, and stands among experienced typewriter men as the very highest type of typewriter building, we mean just
what we say and we can, and will, prove it to anyone. When we tell you a Fox Typewriter is Visible, IT IS VISI-
BLE, and you will not have to look beneath a lot of moving type bars to see what you have written. When we tell
you the Fox Typewriter has a light touch and i's almost noiseless we can easily substantiate the claim if you will
let us send the typewriter on our Free Trial proposition. When we tell you it has more automatic features than any
other typewriter built, and is greater value for the money we can prove that also in the same way.

HERE IS OUR PROPOSITION: We want no money
in advance —simply your permission to ship the type- 1—

writer for trial. Take it to your office or home and use it FOX MODEL, No. 23—TRIAL ORDER
for ten days, exactly the same as though it was your own MICHIGAN TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE,
property—compare it with any, or all other typewriters 4009-4019 River Front, Grand Rapids, Mich,
with which you are familiar—ask your friends their opinion nr ui cmc v ,

,
.

of it. After ten days if the typewriter is not entirely satis- DEAR SI vS you may send at once by express
factory—and we will ask you no questions why—you can to P a >r tbe express charges—one Fox Visible
send it back at our expense and the deal will be closed. No Typewriter Agents Road Sample Model No. 23,
representatives will be sent to bother you or to urge the complete with metal cover and oak base, as described
sale. If purchased you can send us SIO.OO at the end of and illustrated 111 your advertising. I agree either to
the ten days’ trial and then $5.00 monthly until paid in full. return this typewriter within ten days or to pay
If you wish to pay all cash you can deduct 5 per cent. $60.00 Payable SIO.OO down atter trial and

Did you ever have a fairer proposition made to you— >,5-00 monthly until paid in full, tor which deferred
can you even ask fer a fairer one? payments 1 will make sett ement by notes. Title to

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED namem.tTMuT'pl'i'dfor 23 rema "' y°Ur

Michigan Typewriter Exchange name
4009-4019 River Front ADDRESS

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN POSITION
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